A to Z of Real Estate Promissory Notes
Real estate notes may be ideal for individuals seeking a more consistent and predictable yield
with real estate as collateral in case of an interest payment default. There may be many different
types of real estate notes that may be suitable for different investors but today, let’s learn about
the two most common real estate notes – first deed of trust and ordinary promissory notes.
Many readers frequently inquire about real estate notes and the details framed around the investment
option. Briefing over, it is an investment option where an investor lends a lump sum of money to a
specified real estate company for a fixed term in exchange of fixed interest payment over that period of
time with the real estate holding as a collateral.
This investment option has been one of the preferred options for many individuals looking to borrow or
lend funds in exchange of interest payments. In today’s marketplace where the stock market appears
volatile and interest rates are rising, real estate notes plays an important role for those real
estate companies that turn to private investors instead of banks for their short-term capital needs. For
example, in 2008 when the real estate market crashed many banks slowed down on actively lending
money, and that's when private investors stepped in to take that place in order to fulfill capital demands
of private real estate companies seeking to purchase more properties fast. Likewise, real estate
note may be great option for both investors and investment companies to help reach each other's
financial goals when utilized properly.
Branching off, there are two different types of commonly used real estate notes:
1. First Deed of Trust
2. Promissory Notes

First deed of trust entails your name being recorded on the deed as the first lien holder, and in the case
of an interest payment default, you as the investor hold the right to foreclose on the property. With that
safety feature in lock, the interest rate may be lower compared to promissory notes that do not have
direct lien against the property holding but holds a second position as a lender following the bank.
Both types of real estate notes have a specific term and interest rate obligation for the company to pay
the interest and principal at a designated time.
When considering real estate notes as investments, it is important to consider the property value as the
collateral is based on the value of the property. For promissory notes, it is also important to do your due
diligence and see whether there are other bank loans or lenders above the note holders to understand
whether the property has been properly leveraged. Additionally, property value may be easier to predict
within a short period of time being mindful that it becomes more difficult to estimate the property value

with extended periods of time; interest payment for longer-term seems to be higher than the shorterterm notes.
In summary, most investors contemplating real estate notes, desire predictable and consistent income
from the investment. All investments hold varying degrees of risk making it essential to learn about the
different types of risks each investment vehicle holds and go through a thorough do due diligence
process to familiarize oneself about the company and risk associate with the potential return. It is also
important to recognize that not all investment options are suitable for everyone and discuss with a
qualified financial adviser which option may be most appropriate for you.

